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Abstract
Background
d: Mood Disorder Questionnaaire (MDQ) annd Bipolar Specctrum Diagnosttic Scale (BSD
DS) are used to screen patientts
with bipolar ddisorders and have
h
been exam
mined in some psychiatric setttings. The preesent study aim
med to assess the
t validity andd
reliability of thhese 2 tools on inpatients
i
in a general
g
hospitall.
Methods: In a cross-sectionnal study in 201
11, a total of 2007 inpatients ad
dmitted to differrent wards of R
Rasoul Akram hospital,
h
Tehrann,
were selected by systematic random sampling. Demograp
aphic questionn
naire, MDQ, an
nd BSDS weree completed. Also,
A
Structuredd
V axis I disord
ders (SCID-I) w
was performed for
f all participaants within 72 hhours. The SCID
D-I was used as
a
Clinical Interviiew for DSM-IV
the gold standaard of psychiatrric diagnoses to
o identify the prredictive validitty of the 2 screening tests. Sennsitivity and specificity indicees
were identifiedd using Roc curvve. The 2 screeening tools weree recompleted by
b 20% of the patients
p
(n=43) after 3-7 days to measure testtretest reliabilityy using paired t test and correllation between m
measures in 2 separate
s
occasio
ons.
Results: In tthis study, 101 female and 10
06 male (m=366.9±15.5 yrs.) patients
p
were entered the studdy, of them 56 (32 males) hadd
bipolar disordeer according to SCID-I. The most
m common biipolar disorder was bipolar dissorder type II (99.7%). Pearson’s test showed a
high test-retestt reliability for both MDQ (r=
=0.72, p<0.001 ) and BSDS (rr=0.77, p<0.001
1). For MDQ, tthe scores 5 (ssensitivity=0.600;
specificity=0.773) and 6 (sensiitivity=0.56; specificity=0.77) were the best cutoff
c
points. Positive
P
and neggative predictiv
ve values for the
mentioned cutooff points were 0.45 and 0.83 (for
( the score 55) and 0.48 and 0.82 (for the sccore 6), respectitively. The bestt cutoff point foor
BSDS was 11 w
with the sensitivvity, specificity
y, and positive aand negative prredictive valuess of 0.74, 0.69, 0.47, and 0.87.
Conclusion: The Persian veersions of MDQ
Q and BSDS hav
ave acceptable validity
v
and reliiability to screeen Persian patieents with bipolaar
spectrum disordders in a generaal hospital.
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Introduction
Bipolar disoorder (BD) iss a recurrent, chronic,
c
disabbling,
and costly ppsychiatric diisorder and is
i consideredd the
eighth leading cause of medical
m
disabillity worldwidde (1,
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T 12-month
h and lifetime prevalence of standard BD
D
2). The
was estimated abo
out 1.8% and 4.1%, respecctively, (3) andd
of su
ubthreshold of about 6.4% (4) in the com
mmunity.
What is “alreadyy known” in thhis topic:
↑W
Mo
ood Disorder Questionnaire
Q
((MDQ) and Biipolar Spectrum
m
Diaagnostic Scale (BSDS) are reeliable and valid tools in som
me
setttings.
→What
→
this articcle adds:
This study demon
nstrated acceptaable validity an
nd reliability of
o
Mo
ood Disorder Questionnaire
Q
((MDQ) and Biipolar Spectrum
m
Diaagnostic Scale (BSDS) to sscreen inpatien
nts with bipolaar
disorders in a general hospital.
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Screening bippolar disorderss among patieents in a generral hospital
Patients wiith bi polar diisorder have high rates off general medical conditions. According
A
to
o a cross nattional
epidemiologiccal investigattion in a co
ommunity sam
mple,
people with bbipolar disordder (the grou
up with a possitive
manic episodde screen) haad a prevalen
nce incremennt for
migraine, asthhma, chronic bronchitis, gaastric ulcer, m
multiple chemical sensitivities, and chronic fatigue syndrrome.
Comorbidity with these medical
m
condittions is assocciated
with poor psyychosocial funnctioning and
d may result iin increased prem
mature mortaliity possibly due
d to detrim
mental
lifestyle, biollogical indicees, side-effectts of medicattions,
and unevenneess in utilizatiion of health care
c
(6). Althhough
bipolar disordder patients experience relaative under reecognition of and inattention to their many physical diseasses in
mental healthh settings (7), the prevalence of mood ddisorders in generral hospital seettings is quitee significant [[17%
based on Elissei et al study (8)]; and according to Nattional
Hospital Disccharge Surveyy (NHDS), th
here is an aveerage
10% per yearr rise in the prroportion of diischarges withh BD
(9).
The considderable high prevalence of general meedical
conditions in BD can resullt in higher mortality
m
and hhealth
problems, andd despite ineqqualities in hig
gher health seervice
use, it can bbe speculated that screenin
ng BD in pattients
referring to ggeneral hospiitals due to medical
m
condiitions
could be a baackward screening method
d for BD and may
result in moree effective interventions by
y early detectioon of
BD in those patients. Devveloping and implementinng an
easy to use annd valid tool for
f this purposse would be a useful interventioon in health of BD patients.
Until recenttly, there weree no validated
d research toolls for
BD in Persiaan language (Farsi). Fortu
unately, validdating
studies in receent years havee presented pssychometric vaalues
of some usefu
ful instruments on Iranian patients,
p
incluuding
Young Maniaa Rating Scalle (10), Hypo
omania Checkk-List
32 (11), Bipoolar Depression Rating Scalle (12), Moodd Disorder Insightt Scale (13), Mood Disorder Questionnnaire
(MDQ) (14), and Bipolaar Spectrum Diagnostic S
Scale
(BSDS) (14).. The 2 latterr ones are sellf-report quesstionnaires used too screen patiennts with BD.
The MDQ has been widely used in diifferent languuages,
various settinngs, and differrent population
ns (15). Revieew of
Zimmerman aand Galione (16) showed th
hat MDQ has high
sensitivity annd positive preedictive valuee in screeningg BD
among psychhiatric outpatiients, and low specificityy and
negative preddictive value in
i general population. Alsoo, its
sensitivity to detect bipolarr disorder typee I (BID) is hiigher
than bipolar disorder typee II (BIID) (16).
(
The oriiginal
study (17) onn MDQ demonnstrated the cu
utoff score off 7 in
detecting BD, but later studdies led to incconsistent finddings
(16).
After the M
MDQ, anotherr screening to
ool – the BSD
DS –
was introduceed to cover milder
m
forms of
o BD (18). B
BSDS
has been studdied less than MDQ, but it seems
s
to be eqqually sensitive too find BID, BIID,
B
and bip
polar disorderr- not
otherwise speecified (19); the
t point thatt may compennsate
for the drawbbacks of MDQ
Q.
Several facttors that are naturally
n
differrent in variouss settings can affe
fect the perforrmance of bipolarity screeening
tools. Prior probabilities, BD
B subtype, and
a the samplle re-
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sourrce are among
g these factorrs (16, 20). Thus,
T
it is reequired to identiffy the psychhometric prop
perties of thee
screening tools in
n the target seetting before applying
a
them
m.
Duee to the high prevalence
p
(211, 22) and freq
quent underdiiagno
osis (22) of mood
m
disorderrs among pattients admittedd
to general
g
hospitals, the preseent study wass conducted too
clariify the psycho
ometric valuess of the MDQ
Q and BSDS inn
a new target popu
ulation.

Methods
M
Pa
articipants an
nd sampling
Th
his cross secttional study w
was conducteed on 207 paatientts hospitalized in differennt wards of Rasoul
R
Akram
m
geneeral hospital, affiliated to IIran Universiity of Medicaal
Scieences in Tehran, Iran, in 22011. The pattients (n=2077)
weree selected from those who were admitteed to 11 wardds
of In
nternal Mediccine, General Surgery, Orth
hopedics, Derrmato
ology, Ophthaalmology, Neephrology, Neeurology, Psyychiaatry, Pain, Neu
urosurgery, annd Cardiology
y.
Th
he sample vollume in each w
ward was iden
ntified accordding to the ratio of
o the admitteed patients, and
a systematicc
rand
dom sampling was used to sselect patientss in each wardd,
i.e., 1 patient was selected am
mong every 4 sequential paatientts. Also, gend
der matching was done am
mong the sam
mples of different wards.
w
Th
he inclusion criteria
c
were aas follow: agee 18-65 yearss,
speaaking Farsi, an
nd providing informed con
nsent. The paatientts with low alertness and ppoor physicall conditions inn
the interview
i
and
d completing tthe questionnaires were exxclud
ded.
Instruments
Th
he Structured
d Clinical Intterview for DSM-IV
D
axis I
diso
orders (SCID--I): The SCID
D-I is the mo
ost widely utiilized
d semi-structu
ured diagnostiic interview for
f identifyingg
the disorders
d
labeeled as the axiis-I of the DS
SM-IV (23). Inn
the present study
y, the cliniciian version of
o the Persiann
SCID
D-I (SCID-CV
V) was used. The normalizzation study of
o
the Persian
P
SCID
D-CV has dem
monstrated fairr to good testtretesst reliability fo
or most diagnnostic classes (24,
( 25).
Th
he Bipolar Sp
pectrum Diaggnostic Scale (BSDS): Thee
BSD
DS is a self-asssessment toool developed and
a revised byy
Piess, Ghaemi, an
nd Miller (188). In the firsst part of this
scalee, there are 19
9 sentences whhich narrate th
he main sympptomss of bipolar spectrum
s
disoorders. At thee second partt,
theree is a discrimiinant item that
at assesses how
w well the firsst
part fits to their ex
xperiences. Sccores on the seecond part cann
vary
y from 0 (doessn’t describe m
me at all) to 6 (fits me perrfectlly). So, the sccore of BSDSS varies from
m 0 to 25. Acccord
ding to the orig
ginal study, thhe sensitivity and
a specificityy
of BSDS
B
for scrreening bipolaar disorders was 0.76 andd
0.85
5, respectively
y. BSDS has bbeen validated in a numbeer
of countries, inclu
uding Korea (26), Iran (14
4), Spain (27)),
Chin
na (28), and Argentina
A
(29)).
Th
he first validattion study of B
BSDS in 181 Iranian outpaatientts by Shabani et al (14) shoowed that at th
he score of 144,
the sensitivity, sp
pecificity, andd positive and
d negative preedictiive values of the Persian B
BSDS were 0.5
52, 0.79, 0.811,
and 0.49, respectiively.
Th
he Mood Diso
order Questioonnaire (MDQ
Q): The MDQ
Q
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is a brief selff-assessment tool which sccreens the lifeetime
history of bippolar disorderr. The questio
onnaire includdes 3
sections. Thee first sectioon with 13 yes/no quesstions
screens mannic/hypomanicc symptoms of DSM-IV
V. A
yes/no question in the seccond section aimes
a
at clariffying
the clusterinng of sympttoms and th
he final queestion
measures the level of impaairment in fun
nctioning from
m “no
problem” to ““serious problem”.
In the originnal validationn study of MDQ (17), whichh was
administered on 198 moodd disorder outtpatients, a scrreening score of 7 and more yielded
y
an accceptable sensittivity
(0.73) and a hhigh specificitty (0.90).
MDQ has bbeen validatedd in different countries.
c
Aftter its
development in the United States, MDQ
Q has been trannslated and used iin more than 10 countries [China
[
(30), H
Hong
Kong (31), A
Argentina (29), Brazil (3
32), Finland (33),
France (34), IItalia (35), Koorea (36), UK
K (37), Spain (38),
and Turkey (339)] includingg Iran (14) and
d still continuues in
other countriees (40). Somee studies havee applied it inn different target ppopulations, and
a mostly on
n mood disorddered
psychiatric ouut- and inpatients. Diverse settings havee also
been studied either for screeening or casee finding aim
ms. To
draw a concllusion about the
t MDQ’s performance,
p
Zimmerman’s criitical review, which show
wed that the M
MDQ
had modest sensitivity annd good speccificity acrosss all
studies, shoulld be consideered. MDQ is more sensitivve in
patients than in the generral population
n and in bipoolar I
disorder than bipolar II disorder (16).
Procedure
The demoggraphic data were first fillled out and then
MDQ and BS
SDS were adm
ministered on the probands.. The
items of the 2 self-report scales
s
were reead loudly by a researcher and the patients’ responses weere registered.. In a
time interval not more thann 72 hours, a clinical interrview
(SCID-I) wass performed by
b a trained reesident of psyychiatry. The trainiing was provided by the first author.
To assess the test-retesst reliability of
o the MDQ
Q and
BSDS, they bboth were useed again in 3 to
t 7 days afteer the
first time throough a telephoone contact on
n 43 probands .
Statistical a
analysis
Concurrentt validity of MDQ
M
and BSDS against each

otheer was calculaated. The SCIID-I interview
w was used as
a
the gold
g
standard
d of psychiatriic diagnoses to
t identify thee
pred
dictive validity
y of the 2 screeening tests. Sensitivity
S
andd
speccificity indicess were identifi
fied using Rocc curve.
Th
he Pearson’s correlation teest was used to examine thee
correlation betweeen the MDQ
Q and BSDS. P value<0.055
was considered significant. Teest-retest reliaability was esstimaated by paired
d t test and coorrelation betw
ween measures
in 2 separate occcasions. Stattistical analysses were perrform
med using the SPSS for Winndows softwaare version 166,
and statistical significance wass considered while
w
having a
2-taiiled p<0.05.

Re
esults
Th
he sample con
nsisted of 1011 female and 106 male paatientts hospitalized
d in all wardss of Rasoul Akram
A
generaal
hosp
pital, except for
f the Emerggency and Peediatric wardss.
The mean age (±SE) was 36.99 (±15.51) years. A total of
o
18.8
8% had elemen
ntary school eeducation leveel. Other levels
weree 29.9% (mid
ddle school), 30% (high school), 5.3%
%
(diploma), and 10.6% (univerrsity degrees)). In terms of
o
emp
ployment statu
us, 54.1%, 7.22%, 32.9%, an
nd 5.8% of thee
partiicipants weree employed, unemployed, housewivess,
and retired, respecctively.
A total of 56 patients
p
out oof 207 (27.1%
%) were diaggnoseed with bipolaar disorder acccording to th
he SCID-I (255
femaales and 32 males): bipoolar disorder type II 9.7%
%
(n=2
20), bipolar disorder
d
type I 8.7% (n=18
8), bipolar dissordeer-NOS 4.8% (n=10), and cyclothymic disorder 3.9%
%
(n=8
8).
Peearson test ressults showed high rates of test-rest reliaability
y for both MD
DQ (paired coorrelation R=0
0.72, p<0.0011,
and paired t-test, p=0.882; nn=43) and BS
SDS (R=0.777,
p<0.001, and paiired t test, p==0.078, n=43)). Consideringg
interrnal consisten
ncy, the Cron
onbach’s alph
ha coefficientts
weree 0.745 and 0..861 for the M
MDQ and BSD
DS, respectiveely. The
T correlatio
ons between eeach item of the MDQ andd
BSD
DS with its tottal score weree significant (p
p<0.01), rangging from r=0.27 (the
( item 11 oof the question 1) to r=0.688
(the question 3) for
f the MDQ, and r=0.18 (tthe item 18) too
r=0.90 (the item 20)
2 for the BSSDS.
Th
he Sensitivity and specifici
city of MDQ and BSDS too
screeen all types off bipolar disorrders are show
wn in Figures 1

Fig. 1. Sensitivvity and specificityy of the MDQ to screen all cases oof bipolar disordeer
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Fig. 2. Sensitiviity and specificityy of the BSDS to screen all cases oof bipolar disordeer

and 2. The sennsitivity and specificity of MDQ
M
at the sccore 5
were 0.60 andd 0.73 and at the score 6 were
w 0.56 and 0.77,
respectively. T
These scores were
w the best cutoff
c
points am
mong
other scores (T
Table 1). Afterr using these th
hresholds, the positive and negattive predictivee values of MDQ were 0.455 and
0.83 (for the score 5), and 0.48 and 0.82
2 (for the scorre 6),
respectively.
According to Table 2, thhe best cutofff points for scrreening bipolar diisorders in all types are the scores 10, 11 , and
12, dependingg on the situaation in whicch a user wannts to
have a screeening instrum
ment with go
ood sensitivitty or
enough speciificity. The positive and negative
n
prediictive
values of thee BSDS at thee above cutoffs were 0.444 and
0.91 (for the score 10), 0.47 and 0.87 (for
(
the scoree 11),
0.49 and 0.866 (for the scoree 12), respectiively (Fig. 2)..

Discussion
n
To the best of our know
wledge, this was the first psychometric stuudy on MDQ and
a BSDS witth general hosspital
inpatients as tthe target. MD
DQ had a senssitivity of 0.600 and
specificity off 0.73 at the best cutoff point, compared with
SCID-I as a ggold standard diagnosis too
ol. This sensittivity
is quite more than what was found in th
he general poppulan hospitalizedd pation (0.281) (42) and sligghtly less than
Table 1. Sensittivity and specificcity of the MDQ for each final scoore
Score
Sensitivity (%)
Specificity
S
(%)
3
60
66
4
60
69
5
60
73
6
56
77
7
51
85
8
42
91
9
30
94
Table 2. Sensittivity and specificcity of the BSDS for each final scoore
Score
Sensitivity (%)
Specificity
S
(%)
8
88
43
9
86
49
10
84
59
11
74
69
12
68
73
13
60
77
14
53
79
15
49
85
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tientts with comorbidity (0.84)) (43) and almost equal too
MDD outpatientss in family m
medicine cliniic (0.58) (44)).
Thiss finding can be explainedd by the fact that
t
in generaal
hosp
pitals or prim
mary care setttings it is exp
pected to findd
more signs and symptoms oof mood diso
orders than inn
com
mmunity or geeneral populaation settings;; on the otheer
hand
d, it can be reeasonably exppected to see more frequennt
and severe featurees of mood dissorders in psy
ychiatric popuulatio
ons (20).
Eaarly detection of BD is off great importaance for somee
reasons. First, deelay in diagnoosing BD ressults in pooreer
prog
gnosis (45) with
w higher rattes of suicidaal attempt, suiicidee, recurrence, chronicity, annd treatment resistance
r
(466,
45). Second, considering difficculty in deteccting hypomaania (47),
(
poor insiight of the pattients (48, 49)), much higheer
frequency of depressive episoddes than manic/ hypomanicc
episodes (50, 51), and diagnossis of BD coulld be very diffficullt. Therefore, some screenning instrumen
nts have beenn
deveeloped to mak
ke early detecttion of BD eassier (20).
So
ome studies have comparedd screening to
ools that detecct
BD; for examplee, Sasdelli ett al (52) hav
ve shown thaat
MDQ is more acccurate and feaasible in recognizing BD inn
patieents with dep
pressive sympptoms. Also, there
t
is amplee
evid
dence of underdiagnoses annd misdiagnosis of BD thaat
may
y lead to both missing somee subjects in different
d
mediical settings such as general hhospitals and to undertreattmen
nt of BD com
morbid condititions. These comorbidities
may
y result in addiitional costs aand health con
nsequences. As
pracctitioners in geeneral medicaal settings are not completeely faamiliar with classic
c
BD diaagnostic meth
hods, and connsidering that in th
hose settings the main com
mplaints of thee
subjects are far frrom mood prooblems such as
a BD, it couldd
be assumed
a
that in
ntroducing annd validating accurate,
a
brieff,
and feasible tools of BD screeening can haave substantiaal
oners and patieents.
cliniical value for both practition
BS
SDS has good
d sensitivity (00.74) and specificity (0.69)),
but like
l MDQ it has
h a low to m
moderate positive predictivee
valu
ue (0.47) and high negativve predictive value (0.87)).
The original BSD
DS study by G
Ghaemi et al sh
howed that thee
senssitivity, specifficity, and N
NPV were mo
ore than 0.755.
PPV
V was around
d 0.36 compar
arable to our study (18). A
notaable similarity
y was low PPV
V in both stud
dies which inn-
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dicated the risk of false positive,
p
a po
oint that has been
demonstratedd and discusseed in Ghaemi’s review oveer bipolar self-report screening tools (20). Th
hese characteri
ristics
may reveal the potentiall of aforemeentioned toolls as
screening toools where fuurther diagno
ostic procedurre is
needed to connfirm diagnosis, and using them
t
as diagnnostic
tools may findd high rates of false positiv
ves in patients with
BD diagnosiss.
All studies that have vaalidated Chineese, Spanish, PerDS have beenn persian, and Arggentinian verssions of BSD
formed on psyychiatric outppatients. Using
g different opttimal
cutoff points, ranging from
m 11 (19) to 14 (14), resultted in
vity and 0.79 (Per0.52 (Persian)) to 0.74 (Chiinese) sensitiv
sian) to 0.97 (Chinese) speecificity. How
wever, Zimmerrman
et al throughh the evaluatioon of BSDS performance on a
representativee sample (11000 outpatientss) showed thaat the
scale has a vvery good NP
PV (98.0%), but
b very low PPV
(0.16) to be a suitable screeening tool (19). This charaacteristic has madee this test vulnnerable to oveerdiagnosing B
BD.

Conclusion
n
This study demonstratedd that MDQ an
nd BSDS havve acceptable psycchometric prooperties as sccreening mea sures
for patients w
with bipolar spectrum
s
diso
orders admitteed in
general hospiitals. Howeveer, some limiitations shoulld be
addressed. Thhe psychiatric diagnoses weere done by a resident of psychhiatry. Although she had beeen trained too perform SCID, ooverdiagnosis might have haappened. Alsoo, the
potential imppact of hospiitalization reaason and disoorder
type on tests ccharacteristicss were not asssessed in this sstudy
that may inffluence responses on som
me assessmentt domains, and thhey should be considered in future stuudies.
Furthermore, in this study,, the participaants were recrruited
from patientss admitted to a university governed
g
hosp
spital,
and thus the findings mayy not be easily generalizabble to
other patientss in private hoospitals. How
wever, this waas the
first study too examine thhe performan
nce of MDQ and
BSDS in nonnpsychiatric innpatients and needs to be rreplicated. Moreoover, the PPV
V of these too
ols need to bee improved.
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